ORIGAMI SOCIETY NIGERIA
A N I N T E G R AT E D F O L D

VISION STATEMENT
To promote the art of Origami and
ensure that Nigeria and Africa taps
into the vast beneﬁts of the art.

MISSION STATEMENT
Through our physical/virtual workshops,
fellowship programs and outreaches,
we are committed to building a community
that learn and can use the art of
Origami to improve wellness, empathy
and inspire change globally.

CORE VALUES

COMMUNITY SPIRIT
AND INCLUSION

We are building a network
of passionate folders
regardless of age and
ability to promote social
interaction and and make
positive diﬀerence.

SHARING
We promote and
encourage the art of
Origami to share love and
inspire joy of creation.

PEACE
We use Origami to inspire
Peace amongst tribes,
cultures and races.

VALUE
CREATION
We explore and promote the
several beneﬁts of Origami
in Wellness, aesthetics,
education, art, play and
entertainment.

INTRODUCTION
Origami Society of Nigeria is an initiative of iFoldedit Origami.
Birthed July 2020 after a successful Origami Therapy Challenge for
students and professionals during the pandemic lockdown in
Nigeria.
To further share the joy of Origami, explore its applications to
promote health, wellness, peace, and social change in Nigeria and
by extension Africa, the Origami Society Nigeria is slowly but
surely building a community of folders in Nigeria. Leveraging on
Oluwatobi's pioneering work, the Origami Society of Nigeria has
carried out a number of projects since inception, including the
"Origami Therapy Challenge" and "Origami in Mental Health", and
"The OSN Origami Fellowship in view.

WHAT IS
ORIGAMI?
Origami is the Japanese Art of
folding paper. A mindfulness
exercise that relieves stress,
improves focus, social interaction,
team bonding and creativity in
children and adults. The Art also
inspires calm, patience and is a ﬂag
bearer of world Peace and Hope.
BRIEF HISTORY OF ORIGAMI
Paper was invented around 105 A.D
China. It was however brought by
Japanese monks in the 6th century to
Japan. It was initially used only for
ceremonies and religious functions in
ancient Japan. It became a form of art
around 1603-1868(Edo period). Written
instructions start to surface on folding
techniques and in the 1800s it was cut
across to Europe. The art evolved
through the patriarch, Akira Yoshizawa
in the 1930s. He developed with the
American Origamist Samuel L Randlett
a standardized system of folding paper
with diagrams using arrows and lines.
These diagrams were printed and
made available globally, thus the
international tour of Origami.

WHY
ORIGAMI?

R

esearch has shown that Art as a
form of therapy eﬀectively
improves wellness, cognitive
development and problem solving
skills. Origami is particularly an
"easy go to''. Many other art forms
will require talent, basic materials
such as brush, canvas, paints,
musical instruments etc. All that
Origami require however is a piece
of paper and the mind ready to
explore.
BENEFITS OF ORIGAMI
● Stress Management and Relief.
● Strong Mindfulness exercise.
● Attention retention and memory
exercise.
● Team bonding exercise.
● Improve Social Interaction as
Origami is shared with friends and
family.
● Improves self Esteem from the joy
of achievement.
● It's a ﬂag bearer for world Peace
and Hope.

SADAKO SASAKI'S PEACE CRANE In Japan, the crane
is considered a mythical animal that is believed to
live for a thousand years thus becoming a symbol of
good luck and long life. Anyone who can fold a 1000
paper cranes will be granted a wish. Sadako Sasaki
was 2 years old when the world's ﬁrst atomic bomb
dropped on Hiroshima. Over the next 10 years,
Sadako developed leukemia. While at the hospital,
Sadako began to make paper cranes. She wrote " I
will write peace on your wings and you will ﬂy all
over the world. The disease claimed her life at the
age of 12. Her story however remains very much
alive and August 6th was dedicated to celebrate
"Sadako Peace Day''. to pay tribute to the victims of
the 1945 atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
reﬂecting on the past and building a future that
embraces peace as its only option.

We are committed to building a community that utilizes the
art of Origami to improve wellness,empathy and inspire
change in Nigeria, Africa and the rest of the world through
our workshops and fellowship program. Our society is made
up of students and professionals from,education, health,
Fine Art, Banking and other sectors who are enthusiastic
about the development and spread of the Art in Nigeria and
the rest of Africa. Our sister organizations globally include
British Origami Society, OrigamiUSA, Origami For Africa and
Origami Therapy Association.

WHO ARE WE?

O

luwatobi Sodimu is a Chemist turned Origamist/
Theragamist and Teacher. He has a B.Tech(HON)s
degree in Pure and Applied Chemistry from Ladoke
Akintola University Ogbomosho. He is the Chief Origamist
iFoldedit Origami a venture he started later in 2017 to
engender creativity, quality education and a sound mental
health through the art of Origami. Completely focusing
OLUWATOBI SODIMU SDGs 3 and 4. He has since impacted over 1700 children and
– LEAD/FOUNDER 400 professionals already. He is also the Founder of Origami
Society Nigeria an initiative of iFoldedit Origami with the
aim of integrating Origami into the Nigerian society and
helping people harness the several beneﬁts of Origami in
not just Nigeria but all of Africa.

A

ADENLE JOHN
OYEWOLE Ph.D
– CHAIRMAN

denle is a Sculptor and Art educator, as Sculptor, he is
a multi- media artist and Origamist. Adenle, had his
BA. Ed from Obafemi Awolowo University. (Adeyemi
College of Education) Ondo, while his 2nd and 3rd degrees
are from University of Nigeria Nsukka. Dr. Adenle lectured
in the Department of Fine and Applied Arts, Federal College
of Education Osiele, Abeokuta from 1996-2016, currently,
he is the Unit Head, Visual Arts, Department of Creative
Arts, University of Lagos, Akoka, Lagos Nigeria.

Y

asmin Emein is a qualiﬁed Lawyer who has forged a
career in Human Resources. She has previously
dabbled in several creative jobs such as lead
decorator in a well-known Nigerian event's company. She is
creative and artistic. She loves to draw and paint in her
spare time. She discovered origami in secondary school but
didn't get to try it until the recent lockdown as a result of
YASMIN EMIEN the global pandemic. Origami for her has been another way
– GENERAL SECRETARY
to explore her creative side. It is very relaxing and is a good
way of dealing mental stresses.

O

OLYMPUS ADE-BANJO
– PROJECTS CONSULTANT

lympus Ade-Banjo is a public health researcher and
social advocate especially in the health, education
and development sectors. In spite of his career in
sciences, Olympus shares a deep passion for creative arts
including Origami, poetry and ﬁne art, and he believes in
the power of art to impact individual mental health and
strongly inﬂuence society.

OUR WORKSHOPS
AND OUTREACHES

SOME OF
THE
NOTABLE
WORKSHOP

Our workshops are dynamic and highly therapeutic from
physical to virtual. Our Monthly Crease Sunday helps us to
connect with all continents of the world in folding
together. It has featured some of the ﬁnest teachers and
Origamist Artist from all over the world such as Dr, Lizzie
Burns of OrigamiPulse from Oxford U.K, Ross Symons of
White on Rice from South Africa, Paolo Bascetta from Italy,
Kyoko Kimura Morgan just to name a few. Our physical
outreaches and workshops have reached out to creative
artists, children with special needs, organizations and
Corporations in team bond events in Nigeria.

INCLUDES

ORIGAMI IN MENTAL
HEALTH

ORIGAMI THERAPY
CHALLENGE

ORIGAMI FOR SPECIAL
CHILDREN

MONTHLY CREASE
SUNDAY

BEDSIDE ORIGAMI FOR
PEDIATRIC WARD

Sign up your Corporate organizations, schools, health
care institutions and psychiatric clinics for our
workshops, fellowships and outreaches as aim to increase
our network of people who can use Origami to improve
their wellness, whilst they become one of fastest growing
Peace ambassador network in the world.

www.ifoldedit.org
ifoldedit@gmail.com
@ifoldedit
@ifoldedit
@ifoldedit
Origami Society Nigeria
iFoldedit Origami

